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Job Description
As a Senior DevOps person, you will be responsible for architecting and developing
scalable, secure CI/CD pipelines using various open-source tools and cloud services
for deployment of data products globally.
You are expected to lead a team of DevOps professionals, communicate work
status and proactively highlight any delays to the product release.
You are expected to be aware of best practices in DevOps, emerging trends and
technologies thus driving thought leadership in DevOps practice for Valiance.
You are also expected to drive POC's (proof of concepts), lead potential client
discussions thus contributing to business growth.

Technical & Functional Skillset
Hands-on experience in architecting & developing high performing, secure CI/CD
pipelines preferably across software startups.
Packing and deployment of applications as docker container on selfmanagement Kubernetes cluster or AWS managed cluster.
Automating the build, test, and release process using various CI/CD tools on the
cloud infrastructure.
Write scripts to automate the provisioning of infrastructure as a code on various
cloud services.
CI/CD tools: Jenkins, Ansible, AWS Code Deploy, AWS Code Pipeline, AWS Code
Commit
Configuration Management: Puppet, Chef
Knowledge of shell scripting, python
Excellent communication skills, both written & oral.
Ability to learn new skills quickly, adjust to the changing needs of the project.
You are highly enthusiastic about your work
Ability to multi-task, manage high-pressure release scenarios occasionally

Interview Process
1 round of introductory discussion
Hands on technical exercise with screen sharing
Client technical discussion 4. HR evaluation.

Let's Grow Together!
About Valiance Analytics
Valiance is a global AI & Data analytics firm helping clients build cuttingedge technology solutions for digital transformation. We work with some
of the marquee brands across India, the US, and APAC to build
transformative solutions for Credit Risk, Fraud, Predictive Maintenance,
Quality Inspection, Data lake, IoT analytics, etc. Our team comprises 100+
professionals across Machine Learning, Data Engineering & Cloud
expertise.

Why work with us?
WFH with Flexible timings
Twice a year appraisal for high performers
Be a part of company's ESOP pool
Sponsorship of Cloud Certifications
Get to work on exciting projects
Onsite Opportunity later

Trusted by Top Brands around the Globe ..

FOLLOW US

#Lifeatvaliance
#ValianTribe

